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TH i : T H I R D I N [ K R N A T i O N A L S Y M P O S I U M on 

Electronic Art (TISEA) , showing, .screening and 
performing in Sydney during November pro\ed to be 
an extensive "arts event'. Exhibited acro.ss many of 
the major inner-city art spaces, it included art works 

using a range of high-tech or information technology-based skills 
in new an practices such as computer imaging and animation, 
interactive la.ser di.scs, robotics, holography and virtual reality. It 
brought together artists from diverse backgrounds all working 
within these related fields under the theme of 'cultural diversity in 
the global village'. One certainly felt keyed into a global village, 
the array of information technologies in use suggesting "a global 
neighbourhood of artists and scientists' interacting by high-tech 
communications technologies. But the extent to which this 
favoured possibilities for cultural diversity was ver>' much a moot 
point. Many of the artists clearly perceived the new technologies 
to be merely the neutral tools of art practice. Critical questions 
about the relation of engineering and technique to ethics and 
poetics, on which, I would suggest, the proposition of cultural 
diversity hinges, took second place to a celebration of form, if not 
the fetishization of the power of the machine. 

Advertising for the show was in little doubt that this conjuncture 
of art and technology was propitious. Echoing 'clever countr\
cliches about the need to bring together the practical or utilitarian 
with the expressive, that is creative', we were in\ited lo have a 
"real lechno-art experience' as part of this 'futuristic techno-fest'. It 
was as if art practice does not usually involve a technological or 
working component, or. relaledly, that technique can be readily 
separated from its evaluative and expressive or symbolic aspects. 
The Australian (10/11/92) suggested this performative relation of 
technology to art making in the headline of an article on the 
innovative, market potential of artificial reality: 'Awesome Allure of 
Fantastic Unreality'. It really hit the button, combining a sense of 
gothic fear with naive wonderment — two expressive cliches often 
drawn upon in the representation of technology — in a way which 
amounted to little more than cringing absurdity in the face of 
technological change. Idealizations of technology often lead to its 
represention in quasi-religious terms and formal abstractions. The 
press and pre-publicity machines helped to give credence to such 
uncritical notions, implicitly proposing an end of ideology' thesis 
in this apparent re-union of art and technology. 

This collapse of any qualitative distinction between 'the 
expressive" and 'the practical' aspects of art or technology provides 
avenues for the colonization of art and symbolic practices 
generally such that .strategic and market-orientated concerns can 
take precedence over values and critique. But this repression of 
ethics' can be reversed. We can ask, how does artistic content' 
relate to the technical aspects of high-tech art' How are intuitions 
of the distinct modality of the new technologies, or of their 
reconstituted relations of power, expressed? How are the new 
technologies mythologized .so as to re-orientate or dissimulate the 
utilitarian agendas of markets and techno-bureaucracies? *How, in 
the face of a celebration of new technique' might an practice seek 
instead to foreground a reflective attitude to the values of these 
systems, thus placing itself in a critical dialogue with the 
lechnolog>'? 

Gulf War Memories by Joseph DeLappe offered some clues for 
such a re-direction. His image column' of six Gulf War television 
images set up a rolling sequence of disparate images reconnecting 
the electronic markets of commodit)' exchange, the victims of war. 
the amusements of the television game-show, and the hidden men 
standing behind their game-show buzzers. The spectacular aspect 
of the Gulf War media coverage was juxtaposed with reminders of 
the brutal presence of money and power. But this work went 
beyond such a critique of representation to also consider the effea 
of the televisual form, or modality, of such media coverage to 
suggest that a certain telethesia" may arise as a result of Hs 
abstracted or isolating and pacifying potential. The artwork 
included two rows of small fans down each side of the image 



column in from of which were clamped bare chicken bones, the 
remains of a take-away meal. The site of consumption, the living 
rooms of the oil-consuming, television-viewing, fast food-
munching West blurred horribly with the site of the battlefield. 
The gallery viewer was offered the redemptive solace of an empty 
cardboard Kentucky Fried Chicken bucket, placed at the foot of 
the image column. What a sad fly-in, take-away war, all for the 
sake of a solar-fried chicken policy. Over and above a 'content 
critique' of the images of war, this work evoked the lifestyle of the 
televisual medium. It was made available for consideration as part 
of the lived or ontological apparatus of contemporary war, the 
medium reducing the visceral potential of war reportage to a 
pacifying infotainment. 

Such a critical approach towards the new technologies was, 
however, secondary to or completely absent from most of the 
material in the show. A significant proportion of the 
representational art consisted of experiments with the math-based 
imaging potential of sophisticated computer and supercomputer 
software to generate pure geometric forms. A range of works 
resembled the glassy, metallic forms which television stations have 
developed as part of their .station-identification sequences. This art 
was concerned with the 'resolution of logic and mathematics' 
(Patricia Search) or 'linear harmonies' Oean-Pierre Herbert). 
Similarly, the complex geometric forms of Stewart McSherry's 
coloured crystals or the coloured fringe effects contained within a 
warp and weft grid pattern by Brian Evans, stayed within a fairly 
conventional orbit, presenting colour-enhanced and computer-
manipulated patterns as new visual elTeas. These works petered 
out into aestheticized experiments in technique. The underlying or 
prior use of these forms — those of stress analysis, model 
generation or materials simulation and selection — were neither 
examined nor exceeded, being applied to produce experiments in 
pure colour and form. These works appeared to be seeking a 
pure research art, drawing on the status of the 'machine source' 
and the novelty of the immateriality of the image, even as they 
arose from techniques of material modelling. These artists did not 
view the machine as a site of investigation, preferring merely to 
use it to evoke platonic archetypes or, like the idealizations of the 
press, move the viewer by the abstract, if not semi-religious, 
codings of their patterns. It is ironic that in seeking to celebrate 
the purely analytic or mathematical power of these machines, 
symbols far beyond the ken of analytic practice were invoked. 
There was little reference to the origin of these machines, to the 
anti-craft, 'co-ordinate-and-control', car and military tradition of 
manufacture, with its fantasies of the totally automated factory, or 
of (abstractly) surveyed workplaces, or its attempts to eliminate the 
'labour problem'. As with the press reports, this art often seemed 
to fetishize, as it idealized, the new electronic technologies. 

WITH T H K F. M p H A s i s Upon the formal graphic-
making potential of the new technologies, the 
result appeared formulaic: sets of technocratic 
patterning effects symbolically coded in such a 
way as to pay homage to the machine rather 

than to expand the universe of anistic or critical possibilities. 1 
was left almost pining for some of Dale Frank's 'beautifully-ugly 
para-aesthetics' — in the galler)' the week before — which applied 
materials in a visceral and anti-formalist way. One was left in no 
doubt that his weird abstractions were the crafted products of a 
skilled hand. Or for some of the analytic formalisms' of Edwin 
Tanner — from an earlier generation of engineer/arti.st — who 
applied dryly geometric tropes as a means of parodying the narrow 
exactitudes of quantitative rigour. Here .serious consideration was 
required of 'ball-bearing aesthetics', with its quality-controlled 
surifaces of cool, sleek and seamless perfection, effacing the traces 
of its own manufacture. 

This tendency towards the formalism of a research aesthetics and 
the depolilicization of art is not surprising when technique, or 
instrumentalism, gets the upper hand in art practice. Indeed, 

technological virtuosity can be a preoccupation where futuristic 
emphases take hold. Although certainly not a necessary function 
of technical backgrounds, technical cultures arc notorious for a 
repression of. or failure to engage in an adequate consideration of 
ethics, or of the symbolic considerations of technology. Now the 
push towards more serviceable and marketable technical expertise 
may channel the technically trained into an increasingly narrow-
range of concerns, into an even more intensively technicist, 
analytic and quantitative parody of the claim of instrumental 
technique to a universal applicability. As the Institution of 
Engineers recently put it: 

Engineering gives a person a very logical and sequential 
approach to problem solving ...We believe that many of the 
problems today need the sort of approaches that the lawyers and 
accountants and economists don't have, but the engineers and 
technically trained people do. {Australian, 13/2/93)-

Some artists did seek an active engagement with their audiences, 
moving beyond fixations with perfect forms, believing that the 
negotiation of technology or of its representations — its capacity to 
be reread' by the gallery-goer or worker — is always present. Ian 
Haig took up the possibilities of the new 'interactive-creative 
process', ironically using a basic theme-image of the head of a 
Frankensteinian monster. Interactive computer graphic users 
(gallery-goers) were invited to make up their own customized, 
computer-generated, sci-fi monster head, placing users in an 
unusually ambiguous or reflexive position with respect to the 
produa of their own high-tech tinkerings. Questions of art making 
and work were opened up and became wonderfully entangled so 
as to raise the impossibility of their separateness. As Mike Cooley 
has pointed out, menu-based processes can result in work/an 
practices being restricted because they are framed by a limited 
menu of graphic choices. But Haig's software of 'crazy, wacky-
characters, garish colours and funky design', especially with its 
reflexive references, did much to avoid this otherwise boring fate. 

More elaborate versions of interactive design and of their 
systematized modelling menus and implicit design methodologies 
were also on show. The virtual reality displays of Myron Kiueger 
encouraged the exploration of user-friendly avenues of interaaion, 
but like many other interactive works, they took the possibilities of 
interactivity too literally, merely choreographing an audience 
through a range of postural possibilities and leaving it feeling 'all 
morphed out'. These devices can be vehicles for a false sense of 
an expanded set of choices, for the 'hyperconformity of Ithe] 
difference" of consumerism. Henry See also considered the 
possible paradoxes of a systematized creativity, but did not use a 
machine intelligence approach exclusively, instead of staying 
within the bounds of analytic modelling devices, he introduced a 
human parapraxis into his programming, that of forgetfulnes*. 
Could one say that it remained a mere program, or did it highlight 
the fact (hat programs involve systematic forgetfulness — a 
.systematic denial of other possibilities? It seemed to me this piece 
emphasized just how human constructed systems actually are. 

Systems themselves can be thought to have their own 
unexpected parapraxes. That is, a major aspect of any system or 
technology to consider is its mode of failure and how a system im 
perfect working order' might be considered to be a mode of 
failure in itself. But this 'trash and crash' thesis applied co 
technology — the systematic production of en-or, alienation. bia.s. 
waste — received little attention from TISEAs artists. The othctr 
Mde of seeing technology as systematic failure is the possibility 'jf 
seeing it as .social experiment, as risk or chauvmism: it is a way jf 
foregrounding the human element and avoiding the fetishization A 
technology. Thus the accidents, chronic biases and externalities yf 
control and their institutions of negotiation can become poinLs 'A 
analysis in reflecting on the culture of systems. But few pieces 
look up this technology-as-risk or accident avenue. One excepurjn 
•o the norm here was Marion Handmann Marrison's work whu:h 
•.onsidered the consequences of error in the reporting of acciderr^, 
at a companion show at the University of NS>X' Art .School. 
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'I'liccla Schipliorst. Life Forms 

Another exhibit took up the question of 'risk' but not so much in 
the ethical or pohtical sease as to do with the related problem of 
the representation of (un)certainty per se. Allan Giddys IhUilled 
Interface consisted of a smalt pin-ball table around which a metal 
ball continuously ricocheted, given the slightest encouragement. 
The table itself rocked on a hinged ba.se. An infinite numl')er of 
meta-stable configurations evolved, di.ssolving any faith in the 
inherent predicabiiity of rational mechanisms, prone as they are to 
local variation and the effects of 'initial conditions'. This kinetic 
actor-sculpture, a fairly harmless kwking drone but with its upper 
face full of chaotic, dynamic possibilities barely contained within 
its frame, exploded the certainties of the 'black lx>x'. It promised 
not so much an accident as the opening up of new trajectories and 
possibilities. 

In gender analyses of technological systems, power and its 
cultural rituals are central concerns. Computers, for example, can 
be regarded as \ehicles for masculine power, computer cultures 
being a source of masculine identity or. relaledly. means of 
maintaining male skill cartels and hence mens economic power. 
VNX Matrix, a group of four women artists (the machine queens'), 
used .satire and invective against any presumption of the gender 
neutrality of technology in considering how computer games 
incorporate masculinist assumptions. Their All Seiv Gen, a work-
in-progress, consisted of se\era! sci-fi computer graphic images 
and a sound-track. It contrasted the Gamcboy' hand-held 
computer game lo their 'Gamegirl' who infiltrates and corrupts the 
.symbolic data banks to become, as the sound-track anounced, 'the 
modem of big-daddy's discontent'. 

Finally, June Savage, in her Scanners installation, addressed the 
ever-present, if often silent, realities of surveillance power. A set 
of wall clocks were mounted across a white wall, their single clwk 
hands sweeping quietly over a face of colour-enhanced landsat 
images of abstract cloud and land formations. A television monitor 
was placed centrally in front of the wall, featuring similar images 
— a surveillance assemblage with its unspoken agendas of 
scanning. These 'instruments in the service of an undisclosed 
imperative lo monitor' left me pondering the environmental 
irrationalities spawned by scientistic monitoring programmes like 
the Federal Government's 'fast track' procedures, their narrowly 
streamlined timc-lo-market methodologies, which eschew any view 
of science as a process of social learning. 

The TISEA event exhibited a range of responses to the new 
information-based technologies. But a large amount of material, as 
it collapsed into formulaic approaches, remained too 
'technologically sweet': technically clever but. often in inverse 
proportion, naive to an expanded sen.se of technological choice, so 
becoming just another machine avant-gardism. Some pieces did 
explore the cultural characteristics of technological systems. 
Instead of considering how technology might be brought into a 
performative relation to art, as if it were in .some way separate 
from culture, these works considered the political or symbolic 
attributes of technology and ils power relations.* These works 
offered greater .scope for understanding the relation of technology 
to cultural difference than the machine-expertise art. The latter 
seemed to me part of a contrived diversity seeking an extension of 
formulaic creativity to the global-markel-sy.stem/ village. Let's hope 
that next time the technocrats are more willing to 'forget' their 
programs and rememlx^r instead the various ways in which their 
.sy.stems can Ix? considered primarily as ethical, political, expressive 
and experiential frameworks. 

Graeme Byrne 
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